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اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ
اﻟﮭﺪف ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲ ھﻮ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ وﻋﻲ أﻋﻤﻖ ﺣﻮل اﻷداء اﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎﻣﯿﻜﻲ اﻟﺤﺮاري وﻓﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ
 ﯾﺠﺐ ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﺠﺰء اﻟﺬي ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﺗﺠﻨﺒﮫ ﻣﻦ، وﻟﻠﺒﺤﺚ ﻋﻦ إﻣﻜﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﺴﯿﻦ.اﻟﺘﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻨﻈﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺤﺮارﯾﺔ
.ﺗﺤﻄﯿﻢ اﻹﻛﺴﯿﺮﺟﻲ وﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎر اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﺗﺠﻨﺒﮭﺎ
ﯾﻨﻘﺴﻢ ﺗﺤﻄﯿﻢ اﻹﻛﺴﯿﺮﺟﻲ واﻟﺘﻜﻠﻔﺔ اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎرﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ ﺑﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ ﺟﺰاﺋﯿﻦ اﺣﺪھﻤﺎ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﺗﺠﻨﺒﮫ
ﺣﺮاري ﻣﻌﺪّل- ﯾﺘﻢ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﻣﻌﺪّﻟﺔ وﻋﺎﻣﻞ اﻗﺘﺼﺎدي.وأﺧﺮ ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﺗﺠﻨﺒﮫ
.اﻟﺤﺮاري اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪﯾﯿﻦ-وﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺘﮭﻤﺎ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ واﻟﻌﺎﻣﻞ اﻷﻗﺘﺼﺎدي
ﺗﻢ أﺧﺬ دورة ﺗﺮﺑﯿﻨﺔ ﻏﺎزﯾﺔ ﺑﺴﯿﻄﺔ ﻛﻤﺜﺎل ﻻﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎف ﻣﻤﯿﺰات ھﺬه اﻟﻤﻘﺎرﺑﺔ وﻹﻋﻄﺎء ﺣﻜﻢ
 ﻛﺎن اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻞ، أظﮭﺮت اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ أﻧﮫ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻠﺪورة ﺑﺄﻛﻤﻠﮭﺎ.ﻣﻨﻄﻘﻲ ﻷداء اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺤﺮارﯾﺔ
 ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﻦ ﻛﺎن اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻞ،٪24.67  واﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪﯾﺔ٪16.15 اﻟﺤﺮاري اﻟﻜﻠﻲ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪي-اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي
.٪40.14  واﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﻌﺪّﻟﺔ،٪36.85 اﻟﺤﺮاري اﻟﻜﻠﻲ اﻟﻤﻌﺪّل-اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي
ABSTRACT
The objective of the current work is to provide a deeper awareness about the
thermodynamic performance and cost effectiveness of thermal systems. To seek the
potential for improvement, the avoidable part of the exergy destruction and the
avoidable investment cost must be identified. The exergy destruction and the associated
investment cost are split into avoidable and unavoidable parts. Modified exergatic
efficiency (effectiveness) and a modified exergoeconomic factor are introduced and
compared with the corresponding conventional effectiveness and exergoeconomic
factor.
A simple gas turbine cycle is taken as an example to explore the advantages of
such approach to give a rational judgment of the performance of thermal systems. The
results show that, for the whole plant the conventional exergoeconomic factor is
calculated as 16.15% and the conventional effectiveness as 24.67%, while the modified
exergoeconomic factor is calculated as 36.85%, and the modified effectiveness as
40.14%.
KEYWORDS: Thermoeconomic; exergoeconomic factor, effectiveness, avoidable
exergy destruction; unavoidable exergy destruction
INTRODUCTION
The thermoeconomic methodology is adopted by many authors, where the
production cost is allocated on the component level [1]. The thermoeconomic approach
allows engineers to evaluate the cost of consumed resources, money, and system exergy
destruction "irreversibilities" in terms of the overall production and enables them to
exploit these resources effectively. By allocating costs to flow streams in each process,
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thermoeconomic helps in the assessment of the economic effect of exergy destruction
[2].
An advanced thermodynamic analysis has been developed to overcome the
limitations of the conventional analyses and to increase our knowledge about the
rational thermodynamic performance of thermal processes and systems [3]. To be
realistic in evaluating the thermodynamic performance of thermal systems, exergy
destruction should be split into two distinguishing parts, avoidable and unavoidable
exergy destruction.
An advanced exergy/exergoeconomic analysis to be used instead of conventional
exergy/exergoeconomic analyses [4]. The unavoidable part is caused due to
technological and economical limitations. Avoidable investment cost is associated with
the avoidable exergy destruction, enhancement efforts should then emphasis only on
these avoidable parts [4]. The additional splitting of exergy destruction into its
avoidable and unavoidable constituents exposes a more accurate assessment of the
enhancement potential of the considered system [5]. The greater part of the exergy
destructions detected in a system could be avoidable and could be minimized by
improvements in the design [6].
Advanced exergatic and thermoeconomic analyses are desirable in order to
conclude which part of the inefficiencies and the associated costs is produced by
component exchanges, and which part can be avoided through technological advances
of a plant [7]. Exergy destruction term can be further split into its endogenous and
exogenous parts. By grouping of the allocated parts of exergy destruction, four
dissimilar exergy destruction terms are acquired: avoidable endogenous, avoidable
exogenous, unavoidable endogenous and unavoidable exogenous. The summation of
them composes exergy destruction [8].
An avoidable and unavoidable exergy analysis applied to a plant that uses
geothermal energy in the form of a cascade to produce electricity, cold and useful heat
is presented [9]. The results found through the unavoidable and ideal conditions are
very significant to have strategies for upcoming technological advances in the cascade
geothermal plant.
A conventional and advanced exergy analysis of a turbofan engine is analyzed
[10]. The exergy destruction rates within the engine components are split into
endogenous/exogenous and avoidable/unavoidable parts. The results show that small
improvement potential as the unavoidable exergy destruction rate is 90% of the total
exergy destruction.
The performance and cost assessment of a Kalina cycle combined with ParabolicTrough Solar Collectors using advanced exergy and exergoeconomic based approaches
to detect the enhancement potential and the interaction between system components is
presented [11]. Results indicate that the avoidable exergy destruction cost rate of the
whole system is only 29%.
MODELING OF THE GAS TURBINE CYCLE
A simple gas turbine cycle is selected for the analysis, Figure (1). The gas cycle
consists of a compressor (C), combustion chamber (C.C) and gas turbine (GT).
For the analysis, steady-state, steady flow processes are assumed. Pressure drop
due to friction, heat exchange with surroundings, the change in kinetic and potential
energies are neglected.
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Figu
ure 1: Simp
ple gas turrbine cyclee
Con
nventional thermodyynamic moodel

The firsst law of tthermodynnamics caan be writtten as:
1
Andd the first law efficiiency as:
2
The exergy fllow rate caan be writtten as:
3
Exerrgy balancce is givenn by:
1

,

4

,

By usinng the deffinitions oof Fuel-P
Product-Looss (F-P-L
L) as intrroduced bby Lozanoo
and Valero [12]. Fuell and Product are expressedd by exerrgy flow. Exergy bbalance iss
giveen as:
5
Wheere,
,
,
are exerggy rate off the desirred producct, exergyy requiredd
(fueel) to prodduce it, exeergy destrructed durring the prrocess andd exergy loss, resppectively.
The conventioonal effecctiveness iis given by:
6

1

The definitioons of F-P for thhe currennt power unit aree given iin Table (1). Thee
convventional effectivenness of thee power ccycle is givven as:
7
The fuel exergy is relatted to the lower heaating valuue (LHV) as [13]:
1.06
6
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Table 1: F-P exergy definitions

Component
Compressor
Combustión Chamber
Gas Turbine

Fuel
Ψ
Ψ
Ψ

Product
Ψ
Ψ

Ψ

Thermoeconomic model

In this work the specific exergy costing (SPECO) method is adopted for the
analysis. In this method, the cost rates of exergy streams entering the kth component
plus the cost rates associated with purchasing, maintaining and operating the same
component equal to the cost rates of exergy streams leaving the component [2]. In
mathematical form, the cost balance equation for a given component is be written as [2]:
,

,

9

,

The annualized equipment cost is given by:
$

10

Where (PEC)k is the equipment purchasing cost and CRF is the capital recovery factor
given by:
11
1
1
Here n is the life time of the equipment in years and i is the effective interest rate,
given
The capital cost rate can be written as:
∅

$

12

The factor
=1.06, takes into account the maintenance cost. N is the operating
time of the equipment in hours per year. To obtain the unit exergy cost for each exergy
stream, a number of equations equal to the number of streams must be formulated and
solved simultaneously. Since the number of streams is larger than the plant’s
components, a set of auxiliary equations must be formulated based on the F-P rules
[12], such that the total number of equations equal to the number of unknowns.
The Specific Exergy Costing (SPECO) technique is applied for each component,
the specific exergy cost is defined as:
,

,

,

13

,
,

14

,

Here, is the stream cost rate in ($/h), Ψ in kW, and hence, the specific exergy cost “c”
is in $/kWh. The set of equations is formulated as follows:
Compressor
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15
Combustion Chamber
16

.

Gas Turbine
3 3

17

One auxiliary equation is required, which is:
18
Now there are four equations with four unknowns, c2, c3, c4 and cw and can be solved
simultaneously for the unknowns.
The conventional exergoeconomic factor fk designates the impact of investment
cost on the total cost associated with the kth component, and defined as:
1
,

;

0.0

1.0

19

,

1

The Purchase cost function of each piece of equipment in the gas turbine is given
as [14]:
71.1
20
0.90
46.08
0.995
479.34
0.92

.

.

1

21

.

.

1

22

Advanced thermodynamic model

Only part of the exergy destruction can be avoided, the rest cannot be avoided due
to economic issues and technological limit, and hence, exergy destruction can be split
into avoidable exergy destruction and unavoidable exergy destruction.
For a component “k” the total exergy destruction is split as:
,

,

23

,

Based on this approach, a modified effectiveness is introduced as:
,

,

∗
,

,

,

,

,

,

1

,

,

24
,

Then from equation (23) we may have:
∗

1

,

,

,

,

24

Equation (24b) indicates that the modified effectiveness reduces to the
conventional one as the unavoidable exergy destruction becomes zero, also indicates
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that,, the modified effecctiveness increasess over the conventioonal one w
with the inncrease inn
the uunavoidabble exergyy destructiion.
Due to econom
mic and teechnologiccal issuess, the mosst efficiennt equipm
ment in thee
markket offereed by m
manufacturres is stilll have ssome exerrgy destrruction reeferred ass
unavvoidable eexergy deestruction, for such component the uniit exergy ddestructioon is givenn
as:

, tthis is thee specifiedd unavoiddable exerggy destruction per unit prodduct of thee

com
mponent “kk”.
In anoother handd, the mosst inefficieent compoonent is sstill cost some to puurchase it,
this is the speccified unnavoidablee

the unavoideed specifiic cost iss given aas:

purcchasing coost per unnit producct of the componentt. The esttimated reelationshipp betweenn
exerrgy destruuction is shhown in F
Figure (2) [4].
In moost cases, the considdered insttalled equuipment iss neither tthe most eexpansivee
and efficient nor the m
most cheapp and ineffficient onne. Ratherr than thaat, the opeerating (orr
desiign) pointt of the eqquipment under connsideratioon is at staate “A”, aas shown in Figuree
, ,

(2). In this caase, the sppecific unnavoidablee exergy destructioon for thee state “A” is
and the unavooidable sppecific invvestment ccost is
Upon eestimatingg the terrms

,
, ,

, ,

.

and

, the unnavoidablle exergyy

desttruction rrate Ψ , , and thhe cost raates assocciated wiith the uunavoidablle exergyy
desttruction , , and tthe unavooidable invvestment cost , at a givenn design sstate (statee
A), are obtainned from tthe follow
wing relatiions [4]:

F
Figure 2: T
The estimaated relatiionship between exeergy destru
uction and
d investmeent cost

, ,

25

, ,

, ,
,,

26

, ,
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27

, ,

,

The avoidable terms are calculated as follows [4]:
, ,

, ,
, ,

, ,

, ,

,,

28

, ,

29

, ,

Or
29

, ,

And
,

,

30

,

The modified exergoeconomic factor ∗ designates the impact of avoidable investment
cost on the total avoidable cost associated with the kth component, and defined as:
1

∗
,

;

0.0

∗

1.0

31

,

1

INPUT DATA
For the analysis the specific cost of the inlet air,
0.00 $/
, and the
specific cost of the fuel (gas) entering the combustion chamber,
0.011052 $/
. Other input data for the analysis is given in Table (2) [15].
Table 2: Input data

T1 (K)
288.15
T0 (K)
298.15

P1 (kPa)
101.3
P0 (kPa)
101.3

T3 (K)
1515
Tf (K)
288.1

P4 (kPa)
101.3
(kg/s)
672

rp
17.5
LHV (kJ/kg)
50030

0.85
i
0.18

0.90
N (y)
25

0.80

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results may be classified into conventional and advanced thermoeconomic
results.
Results of the conventional thermoeconomic model

Table (3) shows the temperature, pressure, mass flow rate and exergy for each
stream.
Table 3: The thermodynamic findings for each stream

State

T (K)

P (kPa)

1
2
3
4

288.15
720.7
1515
891.3

101.3
1772.75
1742.75
101.3

Ψ
672
672
690.39
690.39

0.1522
416.4
1151
309.2

102.2784
279820.8
794638.9
213468.6

It is found that, the rate of heat added in the combustion chamber is 920 MW,
the turbine power output is 547.3 MW, and the compressor input power is 306.7 MW,
hence the net power output is 240.6 MW and the thermal efficiency is 26.15%
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Thermoeconomic analysis reveals the specific cost for each stream; the results are
tabulated in Table (4). The results are in the range with that given in the literature [16].
Table 4: The specific cost

$/kwh
0
0.0310
0.0235
0.0235
0.02631

c1
c2
c3
c4
cw

$/GJ
0
8.6257
6.5260
6.5261
7.3094

The results of cost rate are shown in Table (5). The exergy destruction, the
effectiveness, the cost rate of the exergy destruction and hence the total cost rate are the
largest for the combustion chamber, the result is in the order of magnitude with that
given in the literature [17], [7].
Table 5: The cost rate of the design case

Comp.
AC
CC
GT

Ψ

Ψ

279820
794639
547300

$

,

$

$

,

26981
460437
33870

,

0.0263
0.0147
0.0235

618.70
227.41
747.72

$
,

710
6766
795.74

1328.70
6993.41
1543.46

Results of the advanced thermoeconomic model

For the compressor, equation (20) indicates that the purchased cost of the
compressor turns into infinite when its isentropic efficiency is 90%. This efficiency is
considered as the best one in the market, the exergy destruction associated with it, is
unavoidable, the product exergy at this efficiency is also calculated. Hence, we find,
0.0478. Then for the design case (state A, see Figure (2)), from equation
(25) and Table (5), we get
279820

,

0.0478

13375.396

Also from equation (28) and Table (5), we get
26981

,

13375.396

13605.604

The rate of the unavoidable exergy destruction cost is calculated as (Equation
(26) and Table (5)),
$
,

0.0263

13375.396

351.77 $/

The rate of the avoidable exergy destruction cost is calculated as (Equation (29)
and Table (5)),
,

710

351.77

The specific investment cost,

358.23 $/
0.00018$/kWh, is calculated from

equation 20 , by taking an isentropic efficiency of 50%, this efficiency is assumed
for the most inefficient compressor offered by the manufacturers).
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Then for the design case (state A) we obtain from equation (27) and Table (5) the
unavoidable cost rate
0.00018 279820 50.37 $ h.
Z
Then the avoidable cost rate is calculated from equation (30) and Table (5) as
Z
618.7 50.37 567.33 $ h
Results are tabulated in Table (6).
For the gas turbine, equation (22) shows that the purchased cost of the gas
turbine turns into infinite when its isentropic efficiency is 92%. Using this value we
may find:

0.0323.

Then for the design case (state A), from equation (25) and Table (5), we get:
Ψ

0.0323

,

547300

17677.79 kW.

Also from equation (28) and Table (5), we get
Ψ

33870

,

17677.79

16192.21 kW

The rate of the unavoidable exergy destruction cost is calculated as (Equation
(26) and Table (5)),
C

0.0235

,

17677.79

415.43 $/h

The rate of the avoidable exergy destruction cost is calculated as (Equation (29)
and Table (5)),
C

,

795.74

The specific investment cost

415.43

380.31 $/h

is calculated from the cost equation (22) and

an isentropic efficiency of 65% as 0.00022 $/kWh, (65% efficiency is assumed for the
most inefficient gas turbine offered by the manufacturers).
Then for the design point (state A) we obtain by using equation (27) and Table
(5) the unavoidable cost rate:
Z
0.00022 547300 120.41 $ h
Then the avoidable cost rate is calculated from equation (30) and Table (5),
Z
747.72 12.41 627.31 $ h
Results are tabulated in Table (6).
For the combustion chamber, the ratio

is estimated by assuming high

temperatures of the reactants (811 K for fuel and 1000 K for air), a high outlet
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tempperature ((1773 K), and adiaabatic com
mbustion [[4]. With the aid oof the costt functionn
0
0.4343.

(equuation (21)) we calcculate:
To estiimate the ratio

w
we assumee ambiennt temperaatures at the inlet,

ambbient presssure in thee combusstion cham
mber, and a low tem
mperature at the ouutlet (12733
3.3

K) [4], thenn we calculate w
with the aid of tthe cost functionn:
10

$

. The rem
maining vaariables are calculatted as in thhe previouus two coomponentss

and presentedd in Tablee (6).
T
Table 6: R
Results of cost rate oof the advaanced mod
del

Ψ
AC
C
CC
C
GT
T

,

13375.396
34
45113
176
677.79

Ψ

,

C

13605.6
604
115323
16192.2
21

$
,

351.77
50071
415.43

$

$

$

358.23
1695
380.31

50.377
2.49
120.441

5667.33
2224.92
6227.31

C

,

Figure (3) summ
marizes thee exergy ddestruction for the three com
mponents, as can bee
seenn the exeergy destrruction iss split intto avoidaable and unavoidaable parts, and thee
maxximum exxergy desstruction occurs inn the com
mbustion chamber with total exergyy
desttruction oof 460 MW
W. Due tto high irrreversibiility in thhe combusstion cham
mber, thee
unavvoidable eexergy deestructionn attains m
much highher value than the avoidablee one, thee
resuult is in a ggood agreeement witth that givven in the literaturee [7]

Figurre 3: Exerggy destrucction (MW
W)

The ccost rates for thhe exergyy destructtion of the threee componnents aree
sum
mmarized iin Figure (4). As ccan be seeen, the cost rates are split into avoiddable andd
unavvoidable pparts. Duee to largee irreversiibility, thee cost ratee of the uunavoidabble exergyy
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desttruction oof the com
mbustion chamber is large ccomparedd to the coompressoor and gass
turbbine, the reesult is in a good aggreement with that given in tthe literatuure [8].

Figurre 4: The ccost rate oof the Exerrgy Destru
uction ($/h
h)

The rattes of the investmeent cost arre shown in Figuree (5). The avoidablle parts off
the investmennt cost raate are doominant ffor the thhree compponents, sspecificallly for thee
mbustion cchamber. The avoiddable partt could bee reducedd be seleccting moree efficientt
com
com
mponents

F
Figure 5: T
The cost rate of the investmen
nt ($/h)

modified effectivenness are shown inn Figure (6). Thee
The coonventionaal and m
disccrepancy bbetween tthem is ddue to coonsideringg the unavvoidable part of thhe exergyy
desttruction w
when calcuulating thee modifiedd effectivveness as iindicated by Equatiion (24b).
The discrepaancy increeases withh the inccrease in the unavvoidable ppart of thhe exergyy
desttruction.
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The exeergoeconoomic factoor “f” speecifies thee impact oof the inveestment coost on thee
totall cost of the speciified com
mponent, w
while the modifiedd exergoeeconomic cost “f*”
speccifies the impact off the avoidable invvestment ccost on the avoidabble total innvestmentt
costt for the saame compponent.
Exergoeeconomicc factors aare calcullated and plotted inn Figure ((6). Largee value off
exerrgoeconom
mic factorr (approacches unityy), designnates largee investmeent cost aand/or low
w
costt rate of tthe exerggy destrucction. Larrge valuess indicatee the needd for redducing thee
inveestment coost. Low value of the exerggoeconom
mic factor (approachhes zero), points too
low investmeent cost and/or laarge cost rate of tthe exerggy destrucction. Low
w values,
speccifies the nneed for rreducing tthe cost raate of the eexergy deestruction..

Figgure 6: Efffectivenesss and exerrgoeconom
mic factor

For the combustiion chambber, both factors shhow extrem
mely low values duue to highh
exerrgy destruuction andd high cost rate off the exergy destruuction. Hoowever, foor the gass
turbbine and ccompressoor, the moodified exergoeconoomic factors show higher vaalues thann
the conventiional exeergoeconoomic facttors. In this partticular caase, the factor f*
ment costss than thee
empphasizes oon more aattention sshould bee paid to reduce thhe investm
factoor f.
For the whole pllant the coonventionnal effectivveness is calculatedd as 24.677%, whilee
the modifieed effecttiveness calculateed as 40.14%. Also, the connventionall
mic factorr is calcullated as 16.15% whhile the m
modified ffactor calcculated ass
exerrgoeconom
36.885%. The discrepanncy emphaasizes thee advantagges of suchh approacch to give a rationall
judggment of tthe perform
mance off thermal ssystems.
CON
NCLUSIONS
A simplee gas turbbine cyclee is analyyzed by splitting the exerggy destrucction intoo
avoiidable annd unavoiidable paarts; the results arre compaared withh the connventionall
therm
moeconom
mic approoach. The followingg conclusiions are ddrawn:

The moodified exxergoeconnomic facctor is m
more realistic, ratioonal and helps thee
designeer in makiing the rigght decisiions in coost minimiization prrocess of tthe wholee
plant.

The moodified eeffectiveneess offerss more rrealistic ppicture too the dessigner forr
improviing the thermoddynamic perform
mance off the ccomponennt underr
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consideration. It may be used to compare the performance of dissimilar
components when the specific unavoidable exergy destruction is evaluated
rationally.
NOMENCLATURE
f
exergoeconomic factor
h
enthalpy [kJ/kg]
irreversibility rate [kW]
mass flow rate [kg/s]
heat transfer rate [kW]
rp
pressure ratio
s
entropy [kJ/kg.K]
T
temperature [oC]
power [kW]
Greek
efficiency

effectiveness

exergy rate [kW]
Ψ
superscript
AV
avoidable
UN
unavoidable

subscript
a
A
c
cc
D
e
F
g
gt
i
k
L
o
P
w

air
design state
compressor
combustion chamber
destruction
exit
fuel
gas
gas turbine
inlet
component
loss
ambient
product
work
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